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Senior UX Designer (m/f/d)

Temporär         Jobregion: Rotkreuz         Stellenprozente: 100%

BERATER

Martina Lima
+41 41 203 33 55

Seniority Level
Mitarbeiter

Berufskategorie
IT

Stellenprozent
100%

Jobtyp
Temporär

Referenz-Nr.
MLI-IT-T-11272

Jobregion
Rotkreuz

Beschreibung

For our international medical partner, Roche Diagnostics Int Ltd based in
Rotkreuz, we are looking for a qualified and motivated UX Designer for a
long term position.

As UX/UI Designer you have the opportunity to contribute to the
transformation of user and customer experience in healthcare using your
design and research expertise as well as your ability to share your know-how
so that junior team members and the DIA UX team can grow and upskill with
you.

Tasks

Be the voice of Roche users, customers and patients in every product
conversation Support UX research along the project process to provide fact-
based inputs (e.g. user interviews, desk research, surveys) Participate in
workshops with the business and engineering teams to gather system-level
information and to coordinate the design deliverables
Translate user research and business requirements into state of the art user
flows and design ideas.

Design low/high fidelity mockups and interactive prototypes following
industry standards and trends

Apply with method style and components from the Roche Design
System and contribute to its evolution

Structure and run usability tests, analyze and present the outcome in
the project team

Present your design ideas and output to the design team, project
stakeholders, DIA UX department and document the design activities
following Roche internal regulatory process

Contribute to DIA UX activities to establish UX and CX best practices in
the Organization

Must Haves

Bachelor in UX design, HCID, visual design, communication, social or
technical science or similar

Well-versed in how to research user behavior, derive the most powerful
insights from all forms of research, and prototype the creative solutions
your actionable insights inspire
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Strong abilities in user centered design process, interaction design,
visual design, design systems and guidelines creation 

Strong experience in the successful application of Design Systems,
especially in digital products / solutions in multiple projects and
products

Experienced in planning, organizing (incl. interfacing with recruiting
agencies), executing and analyzing formative usability studies. Proven
ability to plan, organize, moderate and analyze (virtual) workshops and
co-design do it

Proven presentation skills and ability to communicate know-how,
experiences, ideas, solutions and deliverables effectively and
persuasively

Contributed to several products or services that have come to market
(with ownership of key deliverables)

Proven experience in guiding more junior designers on projects that
require in-depth knowledge of specific domains and skill development

Are you interested? Do not hesitate and submit your complete application
documents online today.

We value diversity and therefore welcome all applications - regardless of
gender, social origin, religion/belief, age or identity.

We also process applications by post, but will not return them for
administrative reasons. We look forward to hearing from you!


